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PREFACE 
Texas County, Oklahoma, the subject of this study, 1s 
the central county of three in the Panhandle of Oklahoma, 
that narro neck of land extending some 167 miles west ard 
trom the main body of the state to the eastern boundary or 
New exico, between Texas on the south end Kansas and Colo-
rado on t . e north. It lies in the valley of the upper North 
Canadian River, or the Beaver, as it is known locally • .As 
counties go, it is quite large, being one-half of a degree 
or latitude in width and a little over a degree or longitude 
in length. It lies bet een 36° 30' and 37° north latitude 
and mostly between 101° and 102° est long1tud. 
Tbe author's purpose in writing this thesis hes been to 
depict the unique nature of its history which results large-
ly trom three facts: first, that its ownership has changed 
many times; second, that the eircumstances of its settle-
I 
ment ere perhaps different from. those of any other region 
in the United States; and tlird, the peculiar nature of the 
proble s that have confronted the people of that area during 
the years since the ooming of terr itorial government and 
statehood for Oklahoma. Chapter I will deal with the early 
period before occupation by the white race, ,1th special 
emphasis upon changes in ownership among Spain, France, 
Mexico, Texas, and the United tates. Chapter II ill take 
up the peculiar conditions of settle ent. Chapter III will 
be concerned with the development or the area .since settle-
V 
ment was fairly complete. 
Texas County itself vras not differentiated from the 
remainder of what is known as the Panhandle of Oklahoma until 
statehood in 1907. Hence, it will be necessary to make 
little distinction between it and the Panhandle during the 
early part of the study. 
The source material used in direct quotations is 
largely primary. 
The author wishes to express sincere appreciation to 
the Library Staff of Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College (especially to the Library's Document Section) for 
patient assistanee; to Dr. T. H. Reynolds, Head of the History 
Department, for generosity in granting his time and in giving 
valuable guidance; and finally to Esther T. Shelton, the 
author's wife, for helpful suggestions and hours of tedious 
work in typing the original draft of this thesis. 
Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College 
February l, 1939 




The hope of riches first attracted the colonial Spaniards 
into the great plains country. Through stories brought into 
the headquarters of Coronado, then governor or a northern 
province or New Spainp by the shipwrecked de Vaca and Friar 
rcos, there was developed a curiosity concerning the vast, 
unexplored region to the north and east. Accordingly, 
Coronado's expedition or the early 1540's set out with a view 
to :rinding the famed Seven Cities or Cibola. To the student 
ot southwestern American history the story of the exploration 
is familiar: the finding of villages of Indians, probably 
the Zuni tribe, in estern Ne exico, which must have been 
the famous useven Cities"; the further search for Quivira, 
which is thought to have led the explorer far into the heart 
ot the Great Plains to northern Kansas;1 and the return to 
New Spain in a state of disappoint ent. Although there were 
later attempts by the Spaniards to hold territory on the 
plains of present United States, it is likely that the 
failure ot Coronado to find what the colonial Spaniard was 
usually eager to find had much to do 1th Spain•s failure to 
found a lasting oivilization on the plains. Hostility of 
the formidable plains tribes of Indians probably was also 
influential in forbidding the Spanish advance. 2 But in any 
1 o. P. Winship, Fourteenth Annual Report or Bureau or 
Ethnology (lashington, 1896), a97. --- --
2 • P. ,ebb, lli_ Great Plains (Boston, 1931), 86. 
1 
case Coronado ·seems to have been the first European to gaze 
upon the boundless tlat spaces that appeared as "deserts" 
to him, and upon that besis his mother country was the first 
European nation to have a fair claim to them. There is some 
evidence that on his return from Quivira his route lay di-
rectly across present Texas County, diagonally from north-
east to south est.3 
As tar as reenforcing its clnim with settlements is 
concerned, Spain almost see.ms to have forfeited that claim 
to this land, so one may turn his attention to the dreams of 
empire of one of Spain's European rivals, France. La Salle 
made his famous journey down the Mississippi River in the 
year 1682, claiming what is now central United States in the 
tollowin.g language: 
In the name of ••• Louis the Great, I, this 
ninth day of April, one thousand six hundred eighty-
two, •.• have taken .•• possession or this coun-
try of Louisiana, the seas, harbors, ports, bays, 
adjacent straits, and all the nations, peoples, prov-
inces, cities, towns, villages, mines, minerals, 
fisheries, streams and rivers within the extent of 
the said Louisiana. 
The wording of this claim makes elear that the French had a 
good claim to Texas County, it being a part of the Mississippi 
drainage basin. ~he only remaining problem as to make Spain 
respect .their ownership. As a result of frontier fighting 
in western Louisiana in 1718 and 1719 Spain had defeated 
3 vinsh1p, .QR.. _ill. , 399. 
4 Francis Parkman, La S8gl! ~ !!!!, Discoverz 9J_ !!!!, Great~ (Boston, 1926T;" 2 . 
2 
France uffiol ntly to prevent rather etteetiv ly th letter's 
advance south of Red River, lthough th re is no treaty which 
d ~initely states this as a boundary. 5 This vaguel defined 
division betwe n the to countrie' holdings ,as tr eno h 
south to leave 11 et rn Okl ho .. definitely in th renob 
pos essions. Ho·ever. there is no record of the renoh 
aking an ore ettle ents here than had the Spanish; they 
were merely th owners of vast piece of lend of which they 
kna little. This state of . !fairs laated _or ost halt a 
oentu . , until t the elos of the oeven Year ' '-·ar ranoe 
cede.d to Spa1J1 all 1ta holdings ·est ot the sol s1pp1 
iver.6 One ga nth Span1 h titl to the scene of this 
story as cle r. 
Little ot l sti sign1£ioance w s done b the Spanish 
government 1n thl ar or Lou slana duri - t ia possession 
ot it. As the year went by n4. e United s tates as 
establis d, the Sp ni rds c e into onfliot 1th the eri-
cans in the rea of the lo er stssippl V 11 y. They elt 
it s ~o their interest top event he United St tes fro 
free use of the ssl s1pp1 tor the purpose of transship ent 
of goods produced in the Ohio Valley an float-ed do nstream. 
This 1f'f1culty as cle red u. in 1795 by the Treaty ot San 
Lorenzo , whereby- the .Americans ere given -:or three years 
5 .. L. i rdell, "fI1atory or Ho n• s Land,'' Qh.ronicles 
or Okleh , I(l921}, 62. -
6 R. G .. Tb ites, Th A erican N tion: _ llistorz ( e 
York. 1905), V I, 281. -
t e privileges of deposit and transshipme1t at J e Orleans. 7 
uven after the expiration of that treaty tb privileges ~ere 
not deni d, but t ere ro alned o delicate situation. ·, 1hile 
atters stood thus, ru ors b gan to drift into the United 
~tates to the e~fect t t Spain had oeded Louisiana bac to 
trance. It proved tatter· ors re ~,all groun ed, since 
on October 1, 1800, that ·;cry cession had been :nade. The 
bound of this cession 1ere not mentioned. The only reference 
to thnt oubjeot as th t t e territory should hE:nre 
the same extent tat it no has in the hanga of Spain 
and bad while in the possession of France. 
But it is still cer a.in that that particular piece of the 
igh plains in which we are interested as included in the 
exchange, so for a second time ranee as its possessor. 
In the meantime Napoleon had come to the fore in France 
and was establishing a reputation for tireless energy, rest-
less ambition, and greed for world po er. It was telt that 
he would be more likely actually to do somethi with his 
North American property - settle it, make it into a strong 
colony, as Spain had not. In any event, Napoleon was crafty 
and eggressive, and there as no predicting what might come 
of French oocupat 1on of Louisian. Spain had been relatively 
easily handled, but here as a ore formidable neighbor. 
Furthermore, settlers ere pushing westward raster and .faster 
7 V •• llalloy, Tr eaties , Acts, Conventions, Inter-
national Aots, Protoools ~ Agreiilents 1910}, 
II, 1649.-
8 . . Ibid., 506. 
4 
into the Ohio , Tennessee and Cumberland ..... alleys, and it was 
bocoming corr ospon ingly ore and ore ur ent that the 
.iississippi should remain open to American commerce because 
of the .Appalachian 'ounta.in barrier to western oor,nnerce wi th 
the East. This urgency was urther evidenced by intrigues 
hose purposes •ere varie ; the establish ent of entuci~y 
and Tennessee separate from th~ ni ted t ates and ':,pain• a 
gainln control of the Old South "'est were the _ ost co~ on 
objects of such lano. Conseq: ently, resident Jefferson 
sent co1mnission rs to Paris to deal w th the , irat Consul . 
~ OOfilparison of what they were author ized to do and hat 
they actue:11 did i s irrelevant to this work . Su:t"t1oe it to 
say that on April 30, 1803, these com. 1ss1oners signed a 
treaty whieh ade the United States larger by an amount equal 
almost to its original area as soon as the a reement should 
be properly ratified b the proper authorities in both coun-
tries. This ratification was a cco plished soon, and in the 
autumn or the same year the American flag went p over the 
Oabildo at e Orleans. 
Again one is curious as to hether Texas County was part 
of the cession, but a t1nal settlement of that question as 
not to occur for almost two decades. In exa ining the treaty 
there is found only one ment ion or the extent of t he land. 
That men.t1on refers to the ambiguous wording or the Treaty 
of San Ildefonso or 1800 , whereby Fr ance received Louisiana 
from Spain 
with the same exten that it now has in the hands of 
5 
Spain and hud while in the possession o:f :rrance .. 9 
Ono 1u led. to suapeut ·t.hut the com::... . i:Jeionsrs may have been 
taking the eany \01uy out oi' e bad s:!. tuation, as it ia evident 
t-ll.at thoso boundaries V.'ere n~ver defi11ed. during all tho years· 
pressed by an 1¥cH1rica11 ropresentati-ts tor a etate::t;3.ont as to 
the exaat boundaries, the wily French cliplorJ!;lt, Te.lle:yrand, 
is said to have :11ade n reply that iudioated ·that he thought 
the Ar~ericans had mado a noble bargain for themselves and· 
supposed they wo-.1lcl moka ·the ra.ost of it. 
During the ensuing period authoritl!' was sought dili-
gently by both the Americans and. the Spaniards for the moat 
advantageous settlement possible. Some ardent e:x:pans1onist-s 
on this aide: of the lztls.nticl o.onvineed themselves that 
Am.erioan aoquisition included. not. only the tti.s.a..i.ssip:pi Valley 
but the Texas country as well. They· based their contention 
on the language of La Salle's historic claim to L?uis.iana. 
in which he included the Gu1f Coast as far as the River of 
the Palms, and the subsequent transfer of those claims to 
Spain, back to Franoe, and thence to.the United States .. 10 In 
the meantime relations with Spain were growing more tense 
over its failure to preserve order in Florida along the 
souther.n border of the United Stat.es. This matter e.ame to· a 
head in 1817 in the much-discussed »unitive expedition led 
9 llalloy, · .!ill· ill•, 509. 
10 p ·l..--... it 287 ar,A,JUCl,n, 02 • .L•, . 
by Andrew Jackson. rlhether or not this expedition had the 
sanction of' President :{adison, it seems to have formed. the 
chief basis for Ameriec.n olaims to Florida in the following 
negotiat.1-ons_. By the resulting Treaty ot ~nrasb.ington, 1819, 
Spa.in signed over :Florid.a to the United States in return 
tor the United States government1s taking over claims of 
A.raerioa.n ci t-izens against the Spanish govermnent to the ex-
tent of some f'i.ve million dollars.11 As a further induce-
ment to t:he graceful surrender of Florida a settlement ot 
the western boundary of Louisiana was ma.de, by which ,a sub-
stantial amount of territory cl.aimed by the most eager 
Jduerican statesmen was relinquished. The boundary set up 
began at the mouth of tlte Sa bin.e 111 ver, went up that s.tream 
to its intersection wit.h the thirty-second parallel of .north 
latitude, thence due north to the Red River, thence up the 
south side of that stream to the one hundredth meridian ot" 
west longitude, thence north to the Arkansas River, thence 
up that stream to its source, thence due north to the forty-
aeoond parallel of north ia:titude.12 This definltel:, threw 
Texas County back into the. domain of Spain, as all ot tht11 
Oklahoma Panhandle lies west of the one hundredth meridian. 
It can still be claimed rightfully that the United ,States 
surrendered territory whioh had formerly be-en part of Louisi-
ana, s.inee the above def'ini t1on · clearly excluded part ot' the 
11 Ue.lloy, .2.l!· qi t .. , 1652, 1653. 
12 Ibid. , 1652. 
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1ssissipp1 drainage basin, and La Salle's proclamation ot 
1682 just as clearly included all off that basin. Therefore, 
the Louisiana which was ceded to Spain by France in 1763, 
that which was ceded to ·ranee by Spain in 1800, and that 
which was sold to the United States by France in 1803 was 
more inclusive than that detined in 1819 by the Treaty or 
Washi.ngton .• 15 
This time .:>pain was destined to keep her o:rt-tossed-
about possession for only a short while, as her territory of 
iew Spain soon revolted and set up its independence, eveu-
tuall.y becoming the Republic or exico, 1824, ~1th the same 
extent as the former vice-royalty of New Spain.14 That in-
cluded all Spanish possessions north or Central America. 
!exioo, in turn, was the owner or the upper North 
Canadian River only for a short tie. In tho early l820's 
American citizens began to colonize the Texas country ly·lng 
to the west or the Sabine iUver. This colonization was at 
first encouraged by the Spa 1ah uthorities nd later was 
encouraged by .. exioan authorities, but it perhaps went 
farther than they expected. Two grievances began to rankle 
in the hearts of the Texans by the time of the later 1820's: 
the prohibition by the !e:xioan government of slave-holding 
anywhere in .texioo, and the arbitrary joining of Texas to 
Coahuila for governmental purposes, ostensibly to prevent 
.13 Malloy, .Q.£· ill·, 1652. 
14 F. N. Thorpe, ederal and State Constitutions 
( ashington, 1909), III , 3475.---
8 
the numerous Americans from. outnumbering the Mexicans in 
Texas and e,ontrolling the state. 
These complaints, plus the coming to power in 11exico of 
the autocrati-0 Santa Anna, impelled the Texans to seek; their 
independence. It was during the ensuing war 'that those 
events oecurred. at the Alamo and San Jacinto which have given 
the people of Tsxas teelings different perhaps from those ot 
the people of any other state in the union; feelings of 
nationalism. and pride in military achievement comparable to 
those of the American people resulting trom such stirring 
victories as Trenton,, Saratoga, and Yorktovm. Texas inde .... 
pendenee was finally achieved in 1836, but ther(a remained a 
bitter controversy over the exact nature or the boundary 
separating it from E,:exioo. The Texans claimed all land 
south and west of 42° north latitude between the western 
boundary of the Louisiana Purc·hase as defined in the Treaty 
of }lashing ton cf · 1619 and a V<w"Elstern boundary com.posed of the 
Rio Grande and a l.ine dravm due north from. its .souroe.15 
Mexioo claimed th.at this was more land than was included in 
Texas during its period as part of the Republic of rzexioo 
and aoeord1.ngly attempted to restrict the we-stern edge to a 
" 
line drawn up the Mueces River, thence zig-zagging northward, 
in general a.long the one hundred.th meridian, to a point on 
the Red River slightly east of the merid1an.15 If the Mexican 
15 n u 'IY.-.1:i"lr · .,,,. .• · f- th F- t"" · t ('l.'t Y k n.. m.. .,,1v,,i:, oy, \~1nn1pg .SL_ __!. _A£ ~ ""ew or , 
1919), 132. . 
16 !.!!!!·, 152; also milp inside :front. cover .. 
9 
point of view had prevailed, the upper valley of the Beaver 
would have remained outside the realm ot the United otates, 
but that was not to be. 
In a land peopled so largely by .Americans, it was only 
natural tor agitation ror annexation to the United States to 
begin and to increase. Political circumstances in the United 
States postponed annexation past the time when the Texans 
were more than illing to become a state in the Union, but 
finally,. on l arch 1, 184'5, ae one of the last acts of the 
Ty.ler administration, Texas entered the union by joint reso-
lution of Congress.17 According to the terms ot the ennexa.-
tion, the national government as to take up with exico the 
still unsettled boundary controversy. This became the prin-
cipal cause of the exioan War, which was brought to a swift 
conclusion in the Treaty of Oua.dalupe-Hidalgo, February 2, 
1848. By this treaty the Rio Grande boundary claim of Texas 
wes recognized, although tor this story that matters little, 
since by tbe same treaty the United States took from Mexico 
all of the present continental domain south of 420 and west 
of the Louisiana Purchase (save the small lower portions of 
Arizona and New Mexico acouired some rive years later as the 
Gadsden Purchase) in exchange for the payment or ti:t'teen 
million dollars and the assumption of American claims against 
!exioo .18 
17 :[. §_. Statutes!.!?_ Large, V, 798. 
18 . 
Malloy, op. cit., I, 1110, 1113. 
10 
Sotne qualifiention of the above statement is necessary. 
As far as Amerio.an possession of Texas County was eonoerned, 
the Treaty of Gt1adalupe-aidalgo made sare that .it, vrould be 
American, but .if the we.stern boundary of Texas hnd not been 
recognized as the Rio Gra.nde, the le:ter fate of this. little 
pieoe of' land perhaps would have been much differe11t. That. 
int.urn, requires S01".'l.e explanation. There arose a heated 
oontrovers)., .as to what should be done with Texas t whether it 
should be allowed to renain so enormous or should be re,duoed 
to enable the territory of 1-:Iev; Mexico to remaln more or less 
~he same in ex.tent as it previously had been. The final 
settlement of this matter was one ot the Cong.resslonal en-
actments which are known oollectively as the Compromise of 
1850. The western boundary of the state wns defined as a 
line drawn from the Rio Grande eastward alon...is the thirty-
seoond parallel o-:f north la ti tu·de to its interaaotion with 
the one hundred aud third meridian or west longitude, thsnee 
north to 360 30', thence east. to the one hundredth meridian.19 
The line of 56° 30' was used as the northern. limit of the 
1rex.aa. Panhandle because Texas was to be a slave state and 
the ol:d '.Missouri Co:rn.proraise line was still being respected. 
This enactment marks the southern boundary of' Texas County, 
Oklahoma. today, and the eastern boundary of the area within 
which it lies had been set up as the one hundredth meridian 
in 1819 by the Treaty or ~·:ashington. :71 th those rue ts n.ov.r 
established,. one may now proceed to the determination of the 
19 ~- • IX, 448. 
11 
reina.inder of the boundaries of the Public nd Strip, as 
Oklahoma•a Panhandle ce e to be known shortly after the War 
between the States. 
The portion of the Compromise of 1850 .rhioh created the 
Territory of · ew exico defined. its eastern boundary as the 
one hundred and third m.eridian . 20 This left t he subject or 
t his discussion cr adled between Ne !exioo erritory on the 
est, the State or Texas on the south, and the In ian country 
on the east. The northern limit only remains. 
The reater part ot that limit as determined byte 
Kanses-Nebraskn .Act of 1854, er-eating the Territories of 
Kansas end ebraska. That act established the southern 
boundary or Kans s Territory at 37°, 21 so that our Public 
Land Strip was bounded on the north by that parallel as tar 
es t as Kan as extended ( 1020) • It ·l'lould appear that the 
most lo !cal thing to do about the south Kansas line would 
be to let it lie on 36° 30', and so it as planned or1g1nnlly, 
but such a line would have divided the Cherokee Nation. 
Theref'ore, it as moved one-half degree northv.rard to the di-
viding line bet een the Cherokees and the Osa es. This was 
ell end ood for the land lying est to the one hundredth 
meridian but does not coount for the failure to include the 
Public Land Strip below 37° and west of 100° in Kansas. That 
was left off because the official maps up to that time were 
including it in Indian erritory. The Cherokees were granted 
20 ~ · t IX, 447. 
21 Thorpe , 21?.· cl t . t II , 1169 . 
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in 1828 a perpetual outlet west ard to hunting grounds 
as far west as the sovereignty or the United States 
and their right or soil extend.22 
Pertinent also is a statement made by the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office in January, 1885, to the Chairman of 
the Committee on Territories of the United States Senate: 
It appears that the Cherokees claimed the Public 
Lend Strip, no so callod , as the outlet above men-
tioned, and the official maps down to 1869 or later 
designate said str pas a part of tho Indian erri-
tory, I have not found in the records of this office 
any expressed reason why this strip wos so designated 
on the maps, nor why that designa~ion was changed 
upon ma a published after 1869. 
In a letter from this of .ice, dated September 25, 
1882, addressed to Jr. w. A. Starr, Os ego, Kansas, 
it is stated that as the Jurisd ction of the United 
States at the date of the treaties of 1826. 1833, and 
1835 extended only to the hundrsdth eridian, no sub-
sequent acquisition of territory by the United States 
could extend3 the rights of the Cherokee lati<>n beyond 
that. 11m1t.2 
Then in 1861 when Colorado Territory was organized, the 
feat that this strip of land overlapped that territory on 
the southeast corner to the extent ot some fifty-five miles 
was ignored, and Colorado's southern boundary from the point 
of intersection of her western 1th the thirty-seventh 
parallel as settled by the brief statement, 
thence along the 37th parallel of North Latitude to 
the place or beg1nn1 (at 103° fest Lo.ngitude).24 
Thus n area some 15? miles lon n 34! miles ide, con-
tining over three and ono-half million acres, or enough land 
22 Stat., VII, 312. 
23 Senate Report, No. 353, 50 Cong., 1. sess. 
24 ~., XII, 172. 
13 
for 23,000 farms of l O acres each, as completely orphaned. 
It V1as owne by the United States, 1:ut it as i nored. There 
·as no provision for settlers to come in and make homes for 
themselves, as there as a comparatively short distance a ·ay . 
any direction fancy i ht take one. There was no. representa-
tion o this spot in any le islature .. otate, territorial, 
or national; no executive oould enforce the lawn of the 
!lation or any state, because no court in the land hod juris-
diction vhich extendod over it. It was truly, as it soon 
CaIJe to oe called, a "No ~mn's Land . " To the south lay 
slave-holding ~exas with its broad expanse3 ot cotton planta-
tions and i ta . still broader e:1.-pa.nsas of plains sparsely 
pe opled bJ the cattlemen; to tho no"'" th lay •t bleeding Kansas," 
1th its rayr ~ small far in the possession of homesteaders 
and 1ith its bitter contest over slavery, the free-state 
people winnin o t; to the west, the remnonts of that Spanish-
" rican culture in rew ex~oo where lif was more leisurely 
- t e land of manna~; while to the east stood the American 
Indi n, tragic character, on the last opot of ground that he 
could oall his ovm. 
:ilr . H. B. Kelly, in an add.ress before the Kansas State 
Historioul Association rebruary 11, 1889, quite drama icelly 
<lescribed the s1 tuation of t ... is derelict bit of land. Of it 
he said, in part: 
Adjoining it on the north lay the territory, 
the creation of whio.h inaugurated the final ,oonflict 
between freedom and slavery, Northern enterprise and 
freedor, holding possession. Spanish-Mexican oivili-
zationt in 1 ts slo march from. the Pacifio coast 
14 
east~~rd, here et nglo-.Amer ·oan civilization in 
its rapid march westward fro the Atlantic coast. 
Jnmesto n l avery n Sout!lern civilization coming 
up to the south of this tract ot land, were con-
fronted by Pl outh freedom and orthern oiv1li~a-
t1on on its northern bound ry. On the east, 
standing upon all that rematned t o him of a conti-
nent, the Indian had come, a mute· and helpless wit-
ness of th conflict between the despoilers of c i s 
home. lie saw the last two states admitted to the 
nion prior o the •ar for slavery, Kansas and Texas, 
representing freedom and slavery, dra n up ln hostile 
attituao nd separ t d only b this neutral l and, 
claimed by no man. He sa bere the near coming to-
eether , ~ pHrated o lly by thifl 1 tt e neutr 1 strip, 
or the civilization of northern and southern Europe 
as it h d r wn upon J...meric~n soil since its planting 
by the Puritans and Cortez. He saw the Catholicism 
or opain here eet the Protest Antism of Eneland. 
Standing north and south of this strip, he saw 
American freedom and A1erioan s l very ; ehind th 
one the Nat12Bal idea, behind the other State 
Sovereignt ,. 
This was truly the meet ng place of most o the widely 
<ivergent element s of Arne i can civilization. 
Thu·s f ar has een seen t.he r esults in the o me,rshi p of 
the territory in question of the workings or international 
dipl or.1acy . Very bri etl has beon traced so ething over 
three oen.ur1es of the possess ion of the scene of this plot, 
but at no tu e h s menti on of ext ens ve settlements being 
ade been observed . There was virtually no settlement in 
thi.s immedi ate vicinity ntil the ate 1870's and the 
early 880 ' a. It sh 1 be th ~urpose of the next cha t ar 
to 1.10count for t.. e devel.opment of the region as 
Caucasian habitation. 
rlace or 




~ Coming .2! ~Cattlemen~ Farmers 
1e may turn now to the settlement of the valley of the 
Beaver, first by the cattlemen and later by the farmers, 
showing something of the conflict which inevitably accompanied 
their rivalry for the land as it accompanied similar rivalry 
wherever the two classes came into contact on the plains 
area. 
In many respects this land could be called a paradise 
for the cattleman, largely because the unwelcome nester had 
not, as late as the early l880'sJ begun to arrive. Further-
more, Judging by the policy of t tie government, and by the 
tlora, precipitation, and climate of the region, it appeared 
likely that he would not put in his appearance for quite 
some time in the future. A word more about the factors hieh 
seemed to be conspiring in favor of the stockmen is necessary. 
This region lies wholly west or the one hundredth merid-
ian, which has been demonstrated by the weather records which 
have been kept since the period in question to mark roughly 
the dividing line bet een twenty or more inches of precipita-
tion on the east and less than twenty on the west. Since 
the development of udry farming" methods such land has been 
shown to have some use agriculturally, but at that time 
American experience had not yet included farming under semi-
arid conditions, so such methods were unknoVin and the cowmen 
felt sate. 
During the spread of the frontier across the country, 
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the.re remained somewhat of the prejudice against treeless 
plains which as born or the "Great American Desert" tradi-
tion which the plains had inherited from the exploration and 
writing of such persons as Coronado, Lewis and Clark, and 
Long. Most or the migrating farmers telt that land which 
grew only grass should be shunned. As a rule the emigrants 
looked upon the plains as a burden to be borne, a place to 
get across as quickly as pos s ible in the trek to Oregon and 
California. Avoidance of it because they thought it was too 
poorly watered or that the soil as poor is irrelevant; the 
fact remains that they preferred something else lon enough 
for the cattlemen to get a strong foothold in the high plains 
country. The fine buffalo gra.ss which the farmers were not 
interested in was the very taotor which encouraged the stook-
men . Old-time residents today report that the grass hen 
they came there was easiJ.y sufficient in amount and nutritive 
value to v inter their stock; the only reason for purchasing 
or raising any :forage stuff whatever was to take care of the 
stock in case of the coming of' a bad blizzard - a rare 
occurrence. Also, there was no longer any tear of the toma-
hawk and scalping knife. as the I ndians had been subdued and 
most of them segregated. 
Wi th the fulfilment of the above-named conditions -
good grass, mild climate, and absence of neaters and Indians 
- there nee s to be some explanation of why the cattlemen 
stayed out until the later 1870's and 1880'a. One such 
reason may have been the belief held by many, even into the 
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1880's, that this was part of the domain of the Cherokees. 
The opinion appears so untenable today as to make one wonder 
why people accepted it then, but the people most vitally 
interested in new land were ordinarily the ones least versed 
in treaties and legal opinions. Besides, up to this period 
there bad been no grant demand for this particular area; 
dense settlement had not approached its borders, so there 
as little incentive to look into the status of the terri-
tory. 
But "nature abhors a vaouum," and as the cattle industry 
recovered rrom the panic or 1673, a boom as 1n the making 
which caused every available bit of land to be taken up, 
even though rumor might indicate shadowy Indian claims to it. 
One writer has this to say of the causes of the boom: 
There were many contributing factors to explain 
the boom •• • Otten an explanation or a historical 
event involves more than the sum of the ~actors that 
go to create the event. To get the proper perspec-
tive on what happened to the range cattle industry, 
e muat make use of imagination. Here in the heart 
of America was a vast expanse of grassland from which 
the Indians Bnd buffalo had just been driven. On this 
land the use of grass and water was at first free to 
all. The grass would produce cattle rith little ex-
pense and, in the popular estimation, 1th less work. 
So cattle price.a rose steadily; there was a market for 
all that could be raised; and besides these incentives, 
there es somethin fascinating about a ranch, ab out 
riding over the green pastures on spirited horses and 
vatching a for tune grow. It was generally conceded 
that the , estern ranohmen and cowboys were a rough 
se.t; but they took life, hard enough in itself, with 
a z.est that made it look attractive to the outsider. 
To be a co boy was adventure; to be a ra:nchman •as to 
be a king. Furthermore, it would not do to wait. The 
land was bein• taken up; soon it would be too late to 
"get in" on this good thing . Besides, Horace Greeley 
had said, "Go \7eat." en went west. Any attempt to 
explain a boom or a panic tails in that we cannot weigh 
the irrational factor, the contagion which spreads from 
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one member of the group to another, until the whole 
is caught up in a trenzy of buying and selling. Yet 
we must seek explanations in the tangible things, 
realizing at1 the same time that the intangible factor 
is dominant .. 
The coming of the cattle industry to the Public Land 
Strip was part ot that feverish expansion of it throughout 
the plains area. 
Of course, aoc'Qraey was and is impossible, but one 
estimate places the number of cattle in the panhandle country 
(both Texas and Oklahoma) in the autumn of 1883 at one 
nillion. 2 Local conditions during recent years had been ex-
cellent; the grass was good; water was plentiful; winters 
had been rn.1ld (causing only slight losses to be sustained). 
It was during this time that .great amounts of capital were 
being poured into the United States' ranching industry fro 
abroad; there was a rising demand and a steady market. It 
was said ot the cattle that 
it cost little to get them, nothing to keep them, an1 
every 'co brute3 that lived to maturity was just so 
much clear gain. 
It indeed appeared that the future of the industry was prom-
ising, but in looking back one can see that these men were 
riding for a fall. Circumstances over which they had no 
control were foredooming them. to failure or to the necessity 
of the exercise of considerable foresight and the ability 
and courage to adapt themselves to changing conditions. 
1 Webb, ~- ill• , 233. 
2 I. S. Drummond, in Barde Collection (unpublished), 
Oklahoma Historical Society. 
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The first of the above circumatanoes as the terrible 
blizzard of the winter of 1883-1884. Panhandl ranohmen had 
built great drift fences ins esterly direction from the 
west end of Indian Territory to the eastern part of ew 
exico Territory in two different places. The most northern 
one of these was located a few miles south of the northern 
boundary of the Texas Panhandle, and the other was near the 
Canadian River. The fences had been constructed to prevent 
the range users• stock from driftin so tar as to entail 
great trouble and expense when round-up time came, but they 
were to prove the undoing of many ot their builders. A 
blizzard or proport1ons never seen by even the earliest 
comers swept down over tb.e plains, and the unfortunate stock, 
having no man-made shelter nor any pr ovided by nature, drifted 
blindly ith it. Then they reached the first drift fence, 
they perished ryi ng to get through it or were trampled to 
death by later arrivals. Some survivors managed to oross 
the first fence over the piled-up bodies of the daad stock, 
only to meet the same obstacle again many miles south. so 
completely did the elements clear the range that absolute 
ruin resulted for many of the operators. The case is told of 
one youn ~ ranchman who had started out poor but was be inni ng 
to approach the status of full-fledged ranchmen. He had some 
eighteen hundred head ot stock in the fall of 1883, but his 
herd num.bered only slightly over fi~ty the follo ing spring.4 
4 Drummond, .2P.. ill• 
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Dili ent searoh over thousands of squnre miles as necessary 
to find whnt stock had been fortunate e ou . to weather the 
storm.. This one incident put many of the ranchers out of 
the business, and there was a considerable atru gle experi-
·enced by the re ainder. Those who enaged to survive wero 
taced soon by another proble even more formidable, namely, 
the collapse of the boom entioned above. 
As in the case of the boon itself, so in its collapse 
it 1s diff cult to assess responsibility. A number ot condi-
tions in existence by 1085, ho ever, played their part. In 
the first place, several railways had built across or into 
the plains area and were laying out towns and booming them 
in the hope of thereby receivin revenue from two sources -
the sale or bounty lands and the use of the rail ay itself. 
Also, eastern United States was becoming more and ore 
crowded; farmers 1ere pushing farther into the oo country, 
barbed wire helping them to enclose their hold!nga against 
their neighbors' stock. This enclosure helped bring on the 
enclosure also of certain of the ranges, the range "owners" 
beoo ing panicky and tearing that the free range would not 
last. Besides all this, money in tho nation as a whole as 
plentiful and was seeking an outlet for invest ent. All 
things seemed to be pointing to~rd a climax of so e kind. 
Either ranoing o1ght become overdone or the approach of the 
farmers might spell the end for the ra. e. Those to devel-
opments were equally :fear-inspiring to the cattlemen. As it 
worked outF the former disaster struck f irst. The range as 
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becoming overstocked; t"ree grass was rapidly going under 
fence; " range r1ghts" proved, in the race of the law of 
Congress or February 25, 1885, 5 to be fictitious; prices 
weakened in 1884 and fell to the bottom in 1885. under the 
burden of hordes of "fair weather cattlemen hastening to 
"get out from under" before they lost their fortunes. It 
was a terrible experience for all the stookmen, perhaps even 
worse for those who had been in the business for years than 
tor thos.e who ere in for speculative purposes. At least, 
popular sy pathy ias more with them. Conditions became so 
bad as to warrant a senatorial investigation in ias ington . 
Another circumstance rhich caused the cattl en more or 
less trouble was their contact with south Texas cattle wbieh 
were being trailed north to the northern ranges. The pan-
handle ranchers shared the rears of the more northerly ones 
of Texas rever and sought to restrict passage of the Texas 
stock through their neighborhood. li'immo speaks of the pro-
posal in Congress, February, 1885 , to create a lia t1onal 
Cattle Trail which would lead from Texas north ard through 
western Indian Territory, crossing the one hundredth meridian 
at the east end of the Public Land Strip ,. thence following 
westward nearly the full length or the strip to the southeast 
corner of Colorado, thence to the northern ranges, where 
thousands of cattle iere taken annually for fattening . It 
was the naive belier of the baokers of this plan in Congress 
that the scarcity or water for the stock along the way could 
5 Stat ., XXIII, 321. -
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be counteracted by the drilling ot occasional artesian 
wells.6 The oft'ioial creation or such a trail was forestalled 
by stringent quarantine laws against the south Texas cattle 
i 
by the States .of Colorado and Kansas in early 1885, 7 but be-
fore there was effective stoppage ot this trat:fic a loos.lly 
notorious incident resulted from it. R. B. Q.uinn gives an 
interesting aoeount of 1t. He says in part: 
In the earlier attempts to trail cattle through 
this county the cattle entered rrom the east end, 
and Colonel Jack Hardesty and other pioneer 00W111.en 
of this section attempted to prev nt the southern 
stock from passing thro h this locality on account 
of the Texas fever, and it brought on hat is knom 
as the "Jack Hardesty /ar". The colonel hired a lot 
or fighting men and located them at the east end or 
original Beaver vounty i!th instructions to stop all 
southern cattle. The method was suooeasful only 
temporarily as the Texas men took the atter up ·,1th 
iashington author! ties and orders came to break the 
blockade, and when it became evident the.t the authori-
ties would probably send soldiers to enforce the o.rder 
the Hardesty warriors abandoned the field. The "Jack 
Hardesty War" is almost a forgotten incident among 
the old timers, yet ffany ot the old time co -punchers 
were 1n tl1a t "army• • 
Another factor atrecting the cattlemen was the opening 
in 1884 or Indian lands in southwestern Kansas, adjoining 
the Public Land Strip on the north .• 9 Huge numbers of home-
steaders flocked to the locality. In faet, so many came 
that there ms not land enough to go around. The class of 
6 House Executive Document, No. 7, Part III, 48 Cong., 
2 sess., l21. 
7 Ibid., 121. 
8 "The Old National Cow Trail," Guymon Herald, April 30, 
1908 . 
9 Drummond, .Q.P.. o 1 t. 
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people ordinarily migrating under such conditions to take 
advantage of the Homestead Law was of course composed of 
those hard pressed for resources to go back whence they came 
in case they were unable to get a claim. Consequently, in 
the fall of 1885 official ashington authorized such unfor-
tunates to o over into the Public La.nd Strip,10 promising 
them that before long they would be allowed to tile on 
homesteads 1n tha t hitherto forgotten land. The struggle of 
t hose farmers to get that pledge redeemed is in itself a 
long story whose teeli must be postl)oned. Just. now, it 
must be remarked that the coming of this new element, wi th 
these i-official sanction of the national government caused 
no end or apprehension arn.ong the ranchmen. Here indeed was 
ttthe handwriting on the wall." It had been the historic 
policy or our government to favor the ho esteader at the 
expense of the reno an. Slowly but irresistibly the f'armers 
had been creeping west ard over the plains, with scarcely a 
sign that Congress recognized that a time would come when 
this advance would reach into a semi-arid region where, 
barring good fortune in the shape of unusually wet years, a 
farmer would be very hard-pressed to make a decent living 
from a meager quarter-section. (The Timber Culture Act of 
1877 was visionary compromise with this condition,11 but it 
was unsatisfactory and was repealed after eight years). The 
cattlemen ere sure that they could see the folly of the 
10 1 Drummond, .QI!. .Ll. 
11 ~., XX, 113. 
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government policy of encouraging the hoe te ders to come 
out an struggle with .nature on a ere one hundred ixty 
acres, but there was little or nothins that they ooul " o 
about it - litt:e or nothing they coula do to protect their 
rights in a l a.n that after all · ies not theirs but that 
seem d to or er the their only hope of livelihood. Their 
condition as made hop less by th fact tl1at no matter how 
voeit'erous vhey ecame they would not be heeded. After all, 
they were, nationally speaking, only a smell minority. 
Furthermore, they were estern u lnority, and many times the 
voice of the 'Jest could not aka itself heard as far a.way as 
Washinc•ton. Bosides , l~gally speaking , their rights to the 
land were at best nebulous - much less secure t han t hose of 
squatters had been for a generation or two. At this point, 
February 25, 1885, Congress stil ... further showed its favor-
itism ror the sett ler t the expense of the rancher by naking 
1t illegal for anyone to construct fences enclosing public 
land .12 lfany of the ranchmen were embittered and tried to 
hang on in the face ot great odds. Sone of the more fortunate 
or more capable ere successful in doin so, and prosperous 
ranches today attest the taet. Other s were forced out and 
left the country, to try elsewhere. Still others ere willing 
and capable of adapting themselves to other callings and have 
continued to be influential oharaoters in the life of the 
county. 
12 §!!!., XXIII, 321. 
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Then tur of the relations between the ranchmen and 
their new neighbors was indoed. varie~. A common impression 
is that they were constantly et swords points, and there is 
at least some evidence to support that contention. One David 
D. Collins settled in 1885 in the extreme northwest corner 
or the strip and was immediately subjected to various types 
of irritation and indi n1ty. His cowman neighbors threatened 
him, cut his fences, and, hat was worse, would have no 
dealings i th him. He could neither buy fro them nor sell 
to them; all of his dealings were ot necessity vith merchants 
or Trinidad, Colorado, hich was some one hundred f1tty miles 
a ay, even "as the crow flies." The hardships he desoribes 
are difficult to i a ine, but a most interesting development 
is the fact that according to Collins' writings some twenty-
five years later he held no rancor over his experiences or 
the 1880's. Those sa e men became his friends and associates 
in business, church, and social functions. He recognized 
that the ranchers bad been usi the only method of protecting 
their tenure, short of actual violence, which was at their 
disposal, beca se 
they knew that it I stayed there would be others come 
and they would have to leave.13 
However, according to some other or the early comers, a 
truer picture of the period would sho many of the hoe-
steaders being treated with the greatest ot consideration by 
the cattlemen. Their oontent1on is that most of the stockmen 
13 David D. Collins, in Barde Collection. 
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were by nature hospitable, and, hat has been more to the 
point, they recognized that the law was on the side of he 
nes ters and that they l ere certain to stay anu be t e 
per manent associates of the ranchers, so the ight as v ell 
be neighbor ly. During the seemingiy interminable tie between 
the arrival of the farmers and their first opportunit to 
file on the land on whioh they were squatting, many of them 
spent months on end in a condition bordering on absolute 
destitution, and evidently the compassion of the more for-
tunate ranchers was all that saved many of them from eat 
ant or the necessity of leavi the country. 
It has been shown above that the 1irst settlers arrived 
as a result of the overflow trom south est Kansas in 1885. 
In 1886, when L. · • c. Lamar, ecretary of the Interior, was 
as ked about tr1e status of the land and settlers' ri hts, 
he said it was 'public domain, and subject to , squatter's 
r ights.'"l This was still further encouragement, and people 
came in ever lar er numbers. Another factor largely respon-
sible for the rapid fillin&- up of the country in 18 6 was the 
laying out of a townsite on the banks of the Beaver here 
the old Jones and _Plwmner cattle trail to Dodge City crossed 
it. There had been a tradin post there for some time, 
operated by one Jim Lene, but no town developed ntil some 
enterprising promoters in '11ch1ta, Kansas, some two hundred 
14 .ardell, .212.· .£11. , 83. 
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miles a ay, sa • the possibilities of booming a townsite . 15 
Their surveyor arrived in the spring or 1886 and laid out a 
site of over six hundred acres. The next step as to adver-
tise the place and. ts onderful opportunities. This was 
done with all thoroup)mess by flooding surrounding newspapers 
wit stortes of the riches of the ne ly discovered government 
lun. Upon invest ation, the company discovered that the 
strip h ad not be.en surveyed, so it was impossible for it to 
sel any ot iu "Beaver City, tt as the place was to be 
called, but this was not discovered by prospective :purchasers 
until they arrived on the scene. However, there ere high 
hopes for the im ediate survey and openin of the country to 
filing, ao many, perhaps most, of ttlem stayed. And Beaver 
City boomed. 
Another factor not yet discussed hicb helped brin 
settlers in to the strip was the part played by the prospec-
t uses distributed by the railroad hieh was approaching 
across southwestern Ks sos. The Chicago, Rock Island, and 
Pacific ~ailway reached Liberal, Kansas, some three miles 
beyond Texas County's northern boundary, in 188?. It was 
customary for railway eom anies to conduct missionary cam-
paigns over a ide area to encourage the coming ot prospeet.lve 
purchasers of lands •hich a bount1f'ul government had bestowed 
on the roads. SUoh purchasers would, of course, also become 
the railways' .customers. It was evidently to their interest 
15 John R. Spears, "The Story of No Man's Land," in 
Barde Col lection. 
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to make the accounts published as glo~ing as possible. Al-
though, for obvious reasons, such literature is very diffi-
cult to find today, it is a certainty, Judgin by the out-
spoken comment of ranchers and ex-ranchers of the period who 
remain there today, that it presented no less than the truth 
concerning the new country. Those persons appear to feel 
something of resentment that the railroad would exaggerate 
the virtues of the new lanft, but perht1ps they are tillow?-ng 
their experiences of later years to color their opinion of 
I 
the affairs of the earlier period. The point to be xr..ade 1s 
this: according to the best figures available, the average 
annual precipitation during the years from 1880 to 1887, 
inclusive, must have been in the neighborhood of' twenty-five 
inches. 16 In any case, those years constituted one or the 
"wet cycles" that occasionally come to the great plains, 
building high the hopes of the residents, only to be f'ollow-ed, 
usually, by an equally long cycle of dry years. The efforts 
of the railroad to interest settlers came olose upon the 
heels of such a period or productiveness, and, vie ed in that 
light, may not have exaggerated prospects greatly. Looking 
backward today, probably most of the residents ot the high 
t-
plains would express the opinion that farmer settlement has 
been overdone, but, if in the late 1880 1 s the Valley or the 
Beaver was not actually a budding paradise, it· certainly -was 
a. land of opportunity. 
16 Peter ·ood, U. s. eather Observer, Amarillo, Texas, 
in Guymon Herald, XXI, No. 28. 
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But the bright prospects of the early 1880'a did not 
continue. Rainfall dropped tar belo the recent average 
during the period from 1888 to 1894, inclusive. That, in 
itself, would have been enough to dishearten the recent 
arrivals, but there was the further disappointment of the 
governmentts bein exasperatingly slo in redeeming its 
pledge to allow homestead filing. These people were virtually 
without cash, and, of course, they were ~ithout credit, since 
they had no lan that they could ortgage. Therefore, it 
was to them a atter of the greatest urgency for the govern-
ment to take the action that it had promised; its f'a1lure to 
do so reduced many of the people to the ver e of starvation 
and to the necessity of relyin upon hatever assistance 
they could obtain from any neighbors they ~1ght have who were 
more fortunate, especially the cattlemen. uring this inter-
val of anxious waiting the nen folks of the families would 
ordinarily go wherever there ere prospects of any kind of 
enploymen, even though such a search took them any miles 
away. In the frequent interludes between remunerative 
employment, one of the most common eans of ekeing out an 
existence was to search the plains for the bones of cattle 
and buffalo which had perished during the previous years and 
for which bones there as a market at Dodge City. The price 
pa1a was so small ns to make the ettort appear to this 
generation hardly orth while, but it was Just that much more 
than nothing, and nothing as very little less than many of 
those families would have had had they been deprived of this 
30 · 
income. It is repor ted that a wagon load of bo.nes would bring 
about eleven dollars and would require about that many days 
to collect. 17 
A phase of this period which must not be p ssed over is 
the part played by the homesteader's wife. Her share ia one 
that is dift'icult to describe, y tit is strangely one that 
can easily be over-idealized because or hardships borne 1th 
apparent equanimity. ss !aude o. Thomae has paia fitting 
tribute to "the heroic ite and mother who helped 'hold clown 
the claim.•n18 Elsewhere one is asked to 
picture the desola'tion, the monotony, the loneliness, 
the deferred hopes that presented themselves day after 
day, week after week, to the WO."llan on t G claim - out 
there on the broad prairie - not a tree, a shrub or a 
flower in si ht; huddled ith her lonesome little 
brood 1n a sod house a full half mile from the nearest 
sign or life or human habitation. There is perhaps no 
family cow, no chickens, no highway with its passing 
:agons, no team or horses in si ht , for tliat has gone 
with its owner with a load of bones or in search of 
work; no knowledge of hen 0\1ner and team will return, 
no daily mail to bring her the news from the outside 
world, no telephone by meano of which she might con-
verse with a neighbor, no cloth for making garments 
to replace the rapidly diaappearin ones on the 
children, no phys1o1an within many miles of the domi-
cile to summon in case of sickness, and all the while 
e. blazing sun beating down on the dry buffalo grass -
these were things that made the heart sick.19 
Another vivid picture of the effect on the women folk of the 
routine ot' life on the plains is given by Webb: 
The loneliness hich women endured on the Great 
17 E. E. Brown, "No n's Land," Chronicles .2f. Oklahoma, 
IV ( 1926) , 90. 
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18 Address before Oklahoma Historical Society, April, 1936. 
19 George Rainey, .....2 Man's .~ (Guthrie, 1937) • 130, 131. 
Plains must have been such as to crush the soul, 
provided one did not meet the isolation with an ad-
venturous spirit .••. The early conditions on the 
Plains precluded the little luxuries that omen love 
and that are so necessary to the. Imagine a sensi-
tive woman set down on an arid plein to live in a 
dugout or a pole p n ith a dirt floor, without 
furniture, music, or pictures, with the bare necessi-
tie of life! No trees or shrubbery or flowers, 
little water, plenty or sand and high wind. The 
wind alone drove oome to the verge of insanity and 
caused others to migrate in time to avert tlle tragedy.BO 
Three hases of the struggle tor existence during this 
time ar.e interestingly shown in the following anonymous bit: 
Picking up bones to keep from starving, 
Pickin~ up chips to keep from freezin, 
Picking up courage to keep fro leavin 
'V.'ay out est, in no Pan's Land. 
It took very little of t . e kind of life described above 
to cause th population to atteMpt to do so ethin .. for itself 
in the matter of government. Just ho :rauch they hoped to 
accomplish is problem tic, but it is evident th t there were 
hopes tl et if their atter1pt at self-government did not suc-
ceed in itself it mi t have the beneficial erfect of 
attracting so e favora le attention in ,ashin ton. ccord-
ingly, late in 1886 a meeti as held at Beaver City, from 
whioh as issued call for a general election to be held 
Februar 22, 188'7. At this election six council en were 
elected, to me t the follo in ,!arch 4. This council imme -
diately set about th creation of a territorial overnment 
for ''C imarron Territory," deri vin the nane from. the tact 
t1at th uppe:t' Cirnarron River flows across its northwest 
20 
Vebb, .21?.· ill• , 506. 
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corner. A legislative branch was cared for by 
of an upper house of nine senators and e lower house, or 
council, eo posed ot fourteen delegates. There was no record 
of this council's concerning itself with the establishment ot 
,either an executive or a judiciary, an oversight hioh, of 
course, made the creation of the legislative branch pure 
tolly. This group issued a call for another general election 
to be held 1n November, 1687, to elect membership to the 
legislature. This done, the council proceeded to pass some 
laws itself, chief of which was one having to do with the 
regulation of marriage. It 1s interesting to note that even 
at such an early stage of development, 1th such a rudimentary 
form. of .government, "pol1tics,n as the term is popularly 
used, was played. As an indication of that, one may note 
that in the first general election, held February 22, 1887, 
there was a great deal or non-cooper ation in the outlying 
districts. In places any great dist nee from Beaver City 
little attention was paid to the tact that an election as 
supposed to be held, and certain districts failed to send 
delegates. One writer21 reported this as due to envy of the 
leadership of eaver City in the organization of the terri-
tory. Another incident between whose lines "politics" can . . . . . . 
be read is the faet that there iere thr~e. s~ a·t:orral dis-
tricts, each of which elected on.,' se:n,ator, \ Et~i .g_ :f!i?C- ::_ 
senators to be elected at large; ' ai: o, ~th~~ :·11~ .e ··e~ .. le-
• ~ • • .. • • t • • • • 
21 Spears, ill2. · ill· 
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gate districts, each electing a delegate, leaving seven to 
be elected at large. Since the population ias I!1UOh ore 
dense in the eastern end of the territory, it is at once 
evident that Beaver City and its environs 0011 control le is-
lation. This could be used as e ruther arousin. embryonic 
instance of the sectional divergence which has been common 
to American life throu bout its spread across the continent; 
mutual jealousy between the densely and sp rsely populated 
regions, mutual suspicions between the propertied and the 
property less, the East and the .:est. 
The territorial le8islature elected in the fall of 1887 
met lat;er that yea r: and blitholy proceeded to en ct laws. 
An official seal l1ad been dev sed, and n t rritor al delegate, 
O. G. Che e, had been sent to Con ress. . tr. Chase presented 
his credentials, properly a orned by the territorials al, 
to Con ress in December, 1887, and stood by to await evel-
opments. His cause was championed y villiam 1. Springer of 
Illinois, Chairman o the House Coru:iittee on Territories, 
who moved th reference of the matter to the Committee on 
Territories and the extension to Chase of the privileges ot 
the floor pending the final dee sion of the onnittee. The 
first part of his reco ende.tion elicited little con ent, 
but on the latter part there 1as considerable discussion. 
Ropre entut1ve Jackson of Pennsylvania remarked upon the 
anomaly of having a "territorial delegate" ·ith priv1le es of 
other territorial delegates but representing no actual terri-
tory. 22 ~uch a conditi , s consi er d so irreguler by 
the ousc as to i rr-ant the ta lin , or the ole effair, 
23 Dece~ber 12, 18 ?. There is no record ot the remov l of 
the tter from the table. By Representative S ringer's 
rem rk in Congress January 25, 1888,24 the stude ... t is intro-
duced to the fact tr.at t ere vere two contesting delegates 
from Ci rron Territory . This peouliar state ot aff airs 
existed because one J. E. D le claimed to have been the 
right.fully alacted dela ate. Th.e basis for his claim ,ras 
that the number of votes cast i certain communities exoeeded 
the population; hence, the el ction w s presumably the result 
of activit of ring headed by Chase. The appearanue of a 
seoond delegate from a ttterritory" that Congressmen kne'l they 
had never created ll ' \hos name they coul no find on the 
m ps only served tom 4:o roor· cert. in Con ressional ref u l 
of' t e seeti of any delegate . 
Before turning from the ill-starred attempt or Cililurron 
Territory to eras' the , tes of Congress some attention to 
the v:ork of its legislature may be of' interest . 2ide fron 
the marriage la :s referre to above, divorce laws ere passed. 
'l:'<:o road. overseer' s laws w re l o passed, al houch they 
never became operative. roperty tax end poll tex las were 
also enacted, and to illustrate the height of the ambition 
22 Congressional Record, 50 Cong., l sess., 38-40. 
23 ill!·, 40. 
24 ~-, 718. 
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ot the group one tinds the enactment of a law of ten sections 
dealing with the regulation of corporat1ons25 - all these, 
of course, i lthout any prospects of the entoreement or any 
or them, due to the lack of executive and Judioial branches 
ot govermuent. hether the council had no hope of its laws• 
being obeyed or simply blindly expected th t the passage or 
a law would solve a problem is not indicated, but there is 
evidence that the latter belief is a 'fairly widespread Ameri-
can failing. 26 The territorial council must be given credit 
tor at least one ldea of comparative soundness; it adopted 
the statutes or the State or Colorado for the government ot 
the territory. Under that authority Beaver City organized 
municipal government. 
Atter the failure of Cimarron Territory to get recogni-
tion, the people or No Man's Land seemed to lost interest in 
organizing attempts to force Congressional action, but it 
appears that there was no dearth of activity in Congress on 
behalf of the strip. The only ditfioulty was in deciding 
just ihat should be done. In taking up consideration or· this 
matter, it becomes necessary to turn back to the earlier 
1880'a occasionally. 
The efforts of Congress to do something ror No Jan 's 
Land took three different forms, namely, attempts to extend 
the laws ot the United States over it and give jurisdiction to 
25 Drummond, ,22. ill,. ; Spears , .2,1?. ill• ; Ra lney, .21?.. c 1 t. , 
185-188. 
26 E. E. Dale, in Address at Oklahoma A. and • College 
Convocation, Summer, 1937. 
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some court, and, that tailing, · ore or less si ltaneou.s 
attempts to attach it to the State of Kansas and to Ne 
~exioo Territory. 
Durin ~his trying time Representative Peters of the 
Kansas district adjoini o .fan 's Land ou1 te succinctly 
summed up the situation of these quatters in the House of 
Representativea. He said in late 1867: 
At present there is no legal machinery by which 
they can equire title to the lands upon which they 
have settled. There is no law to protect them in the 
property which they may take with them into the terri-
tory; there is no law that protects them or their 
persons or property trom violence while in the terri-
tory; there is no law in that eountry by which they 
can collect any debt or obligation which may be con-
tracted, and there is no law by which the people of 
Kansas, or or New exico, or Arkansas can collect any 
obligation that may be contracted with a settler upon 
this No· n's Land. There is the utmost need or some 
leg islation touching tb.is land, for it is virtually 
outside of the pale of the la, and o tside or the 
United States 1n th9t respect, although geographically 
within 1 ts 11ml ts .I~ 
It was rith such circumstances in mind that Representa-
tive Ryan ot Kansas introduced a bill 1n the lower house of 
Congress, December 21, 1885, "to extend the laws of the 
United States over certain unorganized territory south or 
Kansas . "28 tter the customary sojourn in committee the bill 
railed to get through the legislative mill 1n that session 
of the Forty-ninth Congress, but it came up for consideration 
again in the second session and eventually passed, being 
signed by the Speaker of the House ot Representatives and the 
2'1 ~- !l.!2.·, 50 Cong., 1 sess., 39. 
26 £2!!&. Reo. , 49 Cong. , l seas,. , 387 • 
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President Fro Te pore of the enete on ,arch 5, 1887. 29 It 
appeared that something tangible\ sat last being done for 
o an's Land, some of whose residents had by no been lo-
cated there almost two years with no etfective organized law. 
But that measure evidently tailed of presidential 
approva1, as Senator Voorhees ot Indiana introduced a similar 
measure early in the first session of the 1tt1eth Congress.30 
hortly afterward Pet-ers, or Kansas, introduced another bill 
with the same purpose in the House, 31 but it evidently died 
in cmmn1ttee. The Voorhe s bill passed the Senate in 
February, 1888, but encountered dif'riculties in July in the 
House. where Chairman Springer of the Commit.tee on Terri -
tories was pushing a bill for the organization ot Oklahoma 
Territory. Springer opposed even considering the Senate. bill 
on the rounds that if the Oklahom bill could be passed the 
special enactment for No !tan's Land would be unnecessary, so 
tor the time consideration was blocked. c.onoerning on of 
the principal needs of the squatters, protection of their 
property r1 hts. Sprin er rather appropriately remarked 
The laws cf the United 3tatea do not furnish any pro-
teot,ion under the criminal code hich would be en-
forced to protect property •••• Tho nat!inal laws 
.•• have no e:r:reot to protect property. 
During the debate on the matter Chairman illiam s. Holman 
29 ~- E!.2.•, 4 Cong., 2 sesa., 2.617, 2700. 
3° Cong.!!£.., 50 Cong., l seas., 164. 
31 !E.!s•, 215. 
32 Ibid., 6739. 
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or the Rouse Committe on Public Lands expressed the opinion 
that n amendment hould be added to the Senate Bill ttach-
ing o Man's Land either to Ne'l -~exioo Territory or to Kansas 
for purposes of temporary government, but he had no opp-0r-
tunity to add such nn amendment. Again in October the ques-
tion came up for discussion and .ras the occasion or acrimonious 
debate. By this t e Holman as illin, if necessary 1n 
order to get some action, to allov the Senate bill to be re ... 
duced simply to a bill whose purpos as to organize a public 
land district, provide for subdivisionel survey of townships, 
nd open the aree to homestead f1lin. He correctly sensed 
that the squatters ere aore interested in the possibility 
of getting title to their land than they were in getting the 
organized type or "law and order."' Concerning the latter 
matter, they felt uite capable of handling situations as 
they arose, using the type of la comm.on to frontier regions. 
But there s no opportunity for this alteration in the bill, 
for by this time t as inextricably involved 1th the Okla-
homa bill. The friends ot the Oklahoma bill accused the 
backers of the No {an' s Land 111 of deliberately attempting 
to interfere ~1th the possibility of passage of their easure 
by trying to do someth ing for o fan's Land. On the other 
hand, it appears that these same persons ere taking advan-
tage of the pressing nature of the problems or the squ tters 
and using them as a pry to get action on the Oklahoma bill. 
The net result of the heated argument was that exactly 
nothing was accomplished for the panhandle, since Congress 
39 
was not yet re dy to open Oklahoma to settlement. 
Of course, the a ove conaiderutions would be expeot d 
to preclude the addition ot No an•s Land by Congress to ew 
.exioo or Kansas, and suoh was the case. But it ill be 
orth while to trace briefly the attempts of certain Congress-
men in those directions. Before squatters had begun to 
arrive, even before there was any basis for a prediction of 
their arrival, one finds the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office recommending passage of an act to attach the 
Public Land Strip to ew exico for subdivisional surveys, 
after hich it as his thou ht that the land should be dis-
posed of through a United States Land Office in that terri-
tory.33 However, no action was taken by Congress until 
December, 1887, ·hen a bill proposing the annexation of the 
strip to New exico was introduced in the Senate. Shortly 
afterward a similar bill Yt·as presented in the House, but 
nothing came ot either measure, there being no account of 
t eir being reported out of committee.34 In the report of 
the Secretary or the Interior of ovember 1, 1888, is found 
a recognition of the condition of No n's Land and a recom-
mendation for the appropriation ot t1fty thousand dollars tor 
the aubd1visional survey of townships, a.lso for the establish-
ment of a land office. Furthermore, he proposed the placing 
of No an's Land under some neighborin governmental Juris-
33 Thomas Donaldson, Public Domain ( 7ash1ngton, 1884), 
1187. 
34 c ~· ~., 50 Gong., l seas., 806. 
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diction so that oiv11 and criminal law ight be administered .. 
Since conditions there approximated those of Jew • exico he 
int .atod that the lnnd should be ad.e part of th t tarrf-
tor "• 35 .. Jo aotion was taken on hin suggestions, and t ha t 
:marks the end of et orts by overnment officials to a sooiate 
the strip \·11th Jexico. 
In study1nf" the attempts at annexation to Kansas it :i.s 
necess ry to turn back to 1884. As early as Nove ber 1 or 
that year the Secretary of the Interior poke of receivin5 
reports that Uo !an' s Land was .... 1111.n.g up 1th settlers nd 
stockmen 
between who conflicts have occurred for the possession 
of the country. A considerable, portion of the land is 
reported to have been illegally fenced. I have recom-
mended the attachment of this strip to the adjoining 
district or Kansas, and it ia des1rnble that early 
action be taken3An order that the lands may be opened 
to legal. entry. 
The first. and only, bill 1th such an object in vie"'" ~ as 
introduced in the Senate in late 1887. 7han the ColllClittee on 
Territories reported it out in February , 1888, it did so 
:1th th rollowinp comment: 
Flourishin towns have gro,'ll up. This portion or 
the public domain is wi thout laws, except such as have 
been enacted by the settlers; and while the great 
majority of settlers are industrious , thrifty, and 
morai, many criminals and outlaws have taken up their 
abode there and make frequent predatory incursions in-
to ther-~tates of Kansas on the north and exas on the 
south • .!> 
41 
35 House Executive Documents, X, No. 23, 60 Cong., 1 sess. 
36 House Exeoutive Documents, XI, No. 14, 50 Cong., 1 sess. 
37 Senate Reports, II, No. 355, 50 Cong., l sess. 
This bill p ssed the Senate in late .larch, but became the 
signal for a lively b1t of p rlia entary jo sting in the 
House hen the chairmen of two oo:mnitte s vied for the honor 
of having lt referred to their respective roups.38 Tbe 
e.ntle en ere Springer of the Co mi ttee on Terri torles and 
Hol n of the Co ittee on Public Landa. In vie of develop-
ents previously entioned evidently Springer desired to get 
it so that it could be killed in his co ra.ittee, and Holman 
desired to get it to prevent it frorl meeti that rate. 
Springer w a willin to sacrif'ic the •relfnre of the squatters 
in order to increase the likelihood of the passage or his 
Oklahoma bill. Spr1ngor may have been s1noer in his e:q,eo-
tatlon of the pas age o . the Oklahom bill at th t session, 
but ·, ether he was or not, the To 'an' s Land bill · as re-
ferred to hls cornnittee an died there, and events ere to 
prove that territoryhood for Oklaho a!B a whol was still two 
ye rs distant. .1th tho failure or these three attem_ts -
to get the la~s of the United Statos extended over No n's 
Land, to get it annexe to ev' Mexico and to get it nnexed 
to Kansas - it beca e evident that relief for the eleaguer-ed 
squatters "' s certain to remain ungranted until the establish-
ment of Oklahoma Territory. That event may be passed over 
with the mere mention that it oame to pass !my 2, 1890, since 
the f'actors causing its repeated postponement were matters 
not pertaining irectly to No 1'-J.en' s I.and. 
38 C R . ~· ~-, 50 Cong., l sess., 2570. 
Certain ot e:r s tters ot re dil .,.r class if led ~1th the 
above material need to be treated n order to @':et a more 
complete pictur o the lond a~ 1t as 1n the interim be-
tv een 1 ta nettlenont b}~ the r rmers and its inclusion s part 
of O laho errit.orj'a irat to be examined 1 the ten or 
la lecsness. It is t1:enernlly considered .that la lessn as 
and front ier 1 fe are a oat synonynous terns; but in fe 
places have the :people been more comp etely or more literally 
a leno tan her . As roviously ment one , it 1ns learned 
·that hare as no court in th United Staten that hnd juris-
diction over the strip. It is the unanimous opinion or 
persons intervie· ·ed in the preparation of thin study t 1at 
t e opule.tio 1 of the locality containe at least as l arge a . 
percentage o t10 upr t, law-chiding ty e of. citizenry as 
does the average co ·unit toua.Jr. It is agreed even y 
the, ov vcr, that the absence of the possibility of prosecu-
tion had a tendency to encourc t e minor t ole ent to 
co .it deeds that would have bee .i:-uni• able in a di :tarent 
sit~ation. Due to the fact that tlere 1~ a tvndenoy to sny 
ch oft e doings of the desp r ado el ment 1n ooiet b -
c use it is thou us al, it in difficult to avoid b1 hen 
study1 frontier group. Especially is that tr e in this 
case rhen the re u·ts f the lack of cour t jurisdiction r 
oonsi ere . '!here as co1'!1!1lon }o-iowled e a ong la r, enf'oroe-
ment o fioers or nei hborin~ counties that there as a "Beer 
City" just aoroas the boundary in No n's Land south of 
Liberal, ~ansas. (Kansas was a prohibition state.) And 
that there were certain residents of aver City who were 
violators of the marriage laws. It is further reported that 
there was a counterfeiting outfit in operation in the strip .59 
But the officers' hands were tied. N •• Acres, the United 
States Internal Revenue Collector tor Kansas. to whose collec-
tion district No n's Land had been added, reported "reliable 
information of the existence of four illicit distilleriestt 
along the edge of No Man's Land in 1886, which were refusing 
to pay the internal .revenue tax on their product.40 At the 
same time Mr. Acres forwarded to \i ashingt.on a letter hich 
he had received from one R •• Collier, of Alpine, Indian 
Territory. ·" Collier and others were refusing to pay for 
special-tax stamps for dealers in manufactured tobacco, and 
they gave as their justification the alleged f'aot that there 
was a neighboring distillery which was evading the revenue 
law. As evidence or just how bitterly these people felt on 
the subject, Collier wrote! 
Ir the amount paid by us in the past two years 
Just1t1ed us, we would bf!ng suit. to recover the 
amounts paid unlawfully. 
He added the theme of "taxation without representation being 
contrary to our form or government." Bes.ides those forms or 
misbehavior there was another which as muoh more trouble-
some to the settlers upon the few occasions ·hen it appeared, 
39 Spears, .21:.· £11. 
40 House Executive Document, No. 292, 50 Cong., l sess. 
41 Ibid. 
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and wh1'ch they theretore frequently punished in their own 
way , regardles s of the absence of courts. That was the 
practice of "claim-jumping" - some p-erson, usually, a 
"drifter," using intimidation to get some squatter to leave 
his cla1m to the designs of said dritter. It his bluff 
worked he came into possession ot a claim, but 1:r it did . 
not he perhaps came face to tace with a Winchester, "and a 
claim-jumper never appealed to a higher court. «42 
In spite or all the reports of irregularity of conduct, 
there is preponderant evidenoe that the vast majority of the 
peoi,le were neighborly, mutually helpful, and not at all in-
clined to take advanta e ot one another. One of the early 
cattlemen who still has a small ranch in the county described 
the situation very aptly in the tollo ing language: 
Any settler ho ·as strongly suspected of being 
the "wrong kind" simply was not aocord.ed the friend-
ship ,and cooperation that others were; and in those 
trying times almost every man was in suoh dire need 
or occasional assistance from his neighbors that he 
probabli3didn't last in the community it he did not 
get it. 
There were evidently oocasions ·hen the settlers neither 
allowed certain infractions which did not directly af'feot 
them to go unpunished nor used gun law to settle the matter. 
Brown tells or the nature ot the occasional improvised 
courts which were set up by the people. 
They had no established or settled ethod. Eaoh 
ease wss settled on its merits without regard to 
42 Drummond, .2E.· _ill. 
43 Reminiscences or J'im England, Optima, Oklahoma. 
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precedent, but when trials were resorted to the pro-
cedure ~as as nearly that of established courts as the 
participants could re ember. The first act of the 
hastily organ1zod courts was to take charge or all 
eonoerned. Then the plan of carrying lnto execution 
the verdict of the Jury was a reed upon. In no ease 
was there a death penalty agreed upon. Generally both 
sides, the families or friends of the participants, 
agreed upon the form ~ verdict. Exportation from the 
territory as the punishment in case of ilt 1n all 
eases brought to the attention. ot the writer, while a 
promise was exacted that in case the Jury returned a 
verdict of not guilty the defendant would not be 
molested. Such agreements were never broken.44 
An interesting instance ot how these oour~s made the 
law serve their purpose is reported by Spears. 45 Under the 
laws ot Colorado, hich were adopted by the Cimarron Terri-
torial Council, Beaver City set up a municipal government 
whose mayor had the po era of a magistrate. An arson case. 
oocurred, and the perpetrator of the crime took the only 
witness of it to Beaver City and murdered him, only to be in 
turn murdered by the brother of the slain n. The case of 
this latter crime came before the court of the mayor. Judging 
by the nature oft.he verdict returned, the sentiment of the 
colllmtmi ty must have been on the side or the accused.. He was 
round guilty ot "careless use of dangerous veapons," tined 
twenty-five dollars, and released. 
Discussion of this subject should not be closed without 
some mention of probably the most tragic incident in all the 
history ot the Panhandle. It is known as the ild Horse Lake 
Massaore, ot 1888. This as not long after southwestern 
44 Brown, .22· cit., 98, 99 . 
45 Spears, .2.ll • c 1 t. 
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Kansas had tilled up. and Stevens County-. Kansas, adjoining 
present-day Texas County on the north. was in the midst or a 
bitter county seat war. ive men of one of the factions 
chanced to be in No fen's Land one July day and t<ere enjoying 
a noon-day rest period near the place called ·.1ld Horse Lake, 
one or the occasional extensive lagoons that are found 1n 
the plains country in no,rthern Texas County. uring the 
controversy members or each f'aot1on were constantly on the 
lookout ror each other, and upon this occasion a group from 
the other "camp'' took advantage of their knowledge that 
Sheriff' Cross and his associates v1ere in this vicinity, away 
from the protection affor.ded by their friends and by Kansas 
law, and surrounded the. Some ot the party were asleep. 
Four of' the five men rere killed outright, and the tlfth was 
left for dead, but he was the last to :race the unfire and 
had time to collect his wits to the extent of lurching to 
one side as the ~un was discharged. Ha was wounded but had 
the presence or mind to preten~ to be dead. After the mur-
derers moved on, he succeeded in returning home. The members 
of the guilty group felt secure in spite of the ~act that 
young Herbert Tony, the only survivor ot the episode, could 
probably identity the, because tho ori e as co itted out-
side the Jurisdiction of any court. They were destined to 
be brought to trial, hm ever. To bring out the ethod used 
to mete out justice, it is necessary to return again for a 
moment to the early 1aao•s. 
On January 6, 1883, Congress passed a law which stated 
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that all of Indian Territory 
North of the Canadian River and east ot Texas and the 
one hundredth meridian not set apart and occupied by 
the Cherokee, Oraelc and <~eminole Indian Tribes ab.all 
••• be annexed to and constitute a part of the United 
States judiciel district of Kansas.46 
atever may have been the correct interpretation at that 
time as to hether the Public Land Strip was part of Indian 
Territory, it is plain that it as not at this time included 
in the United States Judicial d1striot for Kansas. Ho ever, 
on March l, 1889 (so e ei ht onths after the massacre), 
another act or Congress described the Chickasa 'I Nation and 
certain parts ot the Choctaw nation mich, 1th 
all that portion or Indian Territory not annexed to 
the district ot Kansas by the act approved January 5, 
1883, and not set apart and occupied by the Five 
01v111zed Tribes ••• shall .•• be annexed to and 
become a part of the eastern judicial district ot the 
State of Texas tor judicial purposes.47 
.ith that enactment as a basis, the men accused of the t ild 
Horse Lake aftair ere l ter h iled before the court at 
Paris, Texas, ere round guilty, snd were sentenced to hang. 
They appealed their case to the United States Supreme Court 
on the bases that ( l) no Man' a Land was never made part ot 
the Texas judicial district, and (2) even if it were such 
jur1sd1otion, it as not extended until after the commission 
of the erime, and since the United States Constit tion states 
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy 
the right to a speedy and public trial, by an 1 partial 
jury of the state and district wherein the orlme shall. 
4G Stat., ~II, 400. 
47 .§!£1., XXV, 786. 
have been cor:u:!.!tted, hich dis4~1ct shall have been 
previously ascertained by la, 
they should not be subjeated to trial in the Texas district. 
Both or those contentions ere denied by the Supreme Court, 
butane trial was made necessary because of the Court's 
finding error in the original proceedings. The principal 
killer s by no langu1sh1n in Colorado's state prison 
on another ehar ge, and the principal r1gure on the side or 
t he proseout1on had met a violent death, so the new trial 
never occurred. Present-day residents or Texas CoWlty who 
were living there at the time or the traged1 are very careful 
to make plain that not one man, either killer or victim, was 
a citizen of o Man's nd. But when one inquires further 
about the 1no1dent, he £requently encounters that reticence 
that was typical of the cattle country vhen a ne comer in-
quired of so ething that ''wasn't any of i business." One 
of those men excused hims.elf for being so close-lipped by 
remarking that 
some of our neighbors are descended trom some or the 
men involved in that affair. The incident is part of 
the past and they have b come highly respected citi-
zens, so we feel th!.it no good purpose would be served 
by talking about it much . 4erhaps doing iO would 
serve to prejudice some.one against them. 49 
This incident was developed at so e length to illustrate more 
vividly than anyth ng else would the re rettable results of 
slowness of Congress in ending the ano alous condition re-
48 U.S. Constitution, Amendment VI. 
49 Rem.inlscenoes ot Jim England, Opti a, Oklahoma. 
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sulting from tho settlers' .in encoura ed by the government 
to enter the 1 nd but at the ame time bein denied the 
benefits o 
Duri 
la ·, court , and title to their land. 
the p riod ,hen the people were. :aitin tor 
govern.cent action they were ot course as en er as any other 
roup to give their children the advantages or at l.aast an 
elementary schoolin. Of course, districting the lnnd 'II s 
out of the question; in fact, any plans calling .fo.r an outlay 
of eash fere out of the ouestion. subscription schools ere 
established in so e localities, that of Miss ary Fore being 
perhaps typiaal. Her aoeount of it describes it as bei 
conducted in a ttsoddyff those floor space as e1 t fe t by 
ten, nd whose walls contained two indo s. Amid ouoh 
surroundings sho taught sixteen pupils for three months in 
1888. Textbooks were of the variety comnon to the term. 
· She received only to dollars in cash, since cash as practi-
cally non-existent among her patrons. Ho ever, she received 
a gre-at variety of useful items that the people could spare, 
a on· which ere found the tollowin : a Kit hen table and 
chair, a bedstead, a cookstove, some chickens, a pig, a 
calf, and some feed for the livestoe she received. In 
short, the pay received by the teacher illustrates the ten-
dency among the people to cooperate in the solving or one 
nother's difficulties; t e pay consisted of those thin~s 
that the ratrons had that they could spare and that the 
teaoher could use. Jim England, who shortly became Miss 
Fore•s hus·and, has jo ~ingly remarked that the only thing 
they lacked of being set up in housekeeping as a res lt ot 
her teaching was a set of harness for their two horses, one 
of hich she already owned, the other of which he already 
possessed. 
By the spri of 1889 same of the squatters had bee on 
the scene for almost four years and were no better off than 
th r ere when they arrived, and by that tiae so e were be-
ginning to lose hope or government assistance. Accordingly, 
when Old Oklahoma was opened to settlement April 22, 1889, 
many of the residents ot No Man's Land were present to make 
the run. This exodus greatl.y reduced the opulation, one 
writer estimating that as many as ha r of the people of the 
strip left that spring. 50 
The Congressional Record tor the orty-ninth and 
Fiftieth Congresses is sprinkled ,1th any petitions asking 
for the organization of Oklahoma Territory, some speo1t1cally 
requestlng reliet ror No Man's Land, 51 others being silent 
regarding that but begging the opening or the unassigned 
lands to settlement and creation of territoTial government.52 
The Organic Aot resul.ted, among other reasons, rrom the fact 
that the opening or 1889 bad occurred, making even more urgent 
the creation of territorial government, and from the receipt 
50 Drummond, E.E.. ill· 
51 ~. Rec., 50 von ., l aess., 470, 824, 1467, 1807, 
1091, 2357, 7468; Q.Q.!:!a. E.!£., 50 Cong., 2 se.ss., 1880, 1985, 
1999, 2371. 
52 Cong. S!.£,., 4 Cong., 2 sess., 791, 870, 1173, 1425; 
~- ec., 50 Cong., 2 sess., 58, 1324, 1544, 1765, 1918, 
2371". -
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ot· $0 rr:any pet,it.!ons J as v;ell as -tr.e pressure of an in.deter-
minate a"<1011r:1t of h1tluence i-t/hich is n.ot a. rrLatte-r of public 
recor·d and cen be subject to ccnjactu.re only. The creation. 
of Oklqb..ona Territory was achieved. b7 the passage or the 
Organic .Act., '.!;/fFjy 2, 18CJO, with old I{o Mtm' s Land included as 
the seventh count}~. !te resid.ents felt that the;{ were. now 
in li.11e for better things; they felt so so stron.g;ly- thet in 
recent tiri'1es the.y hnve .inaugurated the custom of' celebrating 




Before going into the l ater history of Texas County it 
is necessary to take up t he account or the various surveys 
of the land. As shown above, the bound.arias of the Panhandle 
had been settled by law as follows: the eastern one at the 
one hundredth meridian by the Treaty of .ashin ton; the 
southern and western ones at 36° 30' north latitude and 103° 
west longitude, respectively, by the Compromise of 1850; and 
the northern one at 37° by the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854 
and the Colore.do Ter ritorial Act of 1861. In 1858 a survey 
of the northern boundary of the Texas Panhandle as authorized 
by Congress. 1 The resultin survey is known as the Clark 
Survey and marked with monu ents t his portion or 36° 30'. 
The principal purpose of that survey waa simply to establish 
the northern boundary of Texas, something •hich had never 
been done, and that time had no significance for later No 
an•s Land. The line run at this time wes agreed upon by the 
United States in 1891 as the true boundary or Texas,2 and 
Texas agreed to the same line by joint resolution of its 
legislature.3 
It was becoming evident, however, soI!le twenty years 
later, that there would eventually be some need for town-
l ~., XI, 310. 
2 .§!!!!., XXVI, 971. 
3 Rainey, .2£· -211·, 51. 
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ship and range lines to be run in this Public Land Strip, so 
Congress ap _ropriated on iarch 3, 1881, 
For running correction lines, guide meridians. and 
township lines in the strip ot public land lying north 
of the State of Texas, and bounded on the north y the 
States of Colorado and Kansas, to be done under the 
direction or the Commissioner of tie General Land 
Office, eighteen thousand dollars. 
The surveyors marked to,mship corners with peculiarly shaped 
zinc vessels,whioh were some six inches in diameter at the 
top, sixteen inches in diameter st the botton, and something 
like twenty inches high. These were marked .rith the numbers 
ot the ranges and townships which they marked, and .rere 
buried, large end downward, leaving a few inches above the 
surface. The early settlers, in traversing the plains taking 
care of their livestock, searching for bones, etc., often 
came upon these markers, and because of their shape came to 
call the lines that t hey marked "pot lines." For sever.al 
• 
years these lines were the only signs of survey to be round 
in the entire region. 
An 1nterestin and rather important development has 
resulted from the fact thnt Chaney and Smith, the surveyors 
in charge of the survey authorized in 1881, failed to find 
the lin.e monumented by Clark over twenty years bet'ore, and 
set up one of their own for 36° 50'. They then completed the 
subdivisional survey upon the ba.sis of that line, known as 
the Cimarron teridian. Many years later enough of the old 
Clark markers were found to show that the Clark line, legally 
4 Stat., XXI, 451. -
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accepted as the boundary line betreen Texas and Oklahoma , 
actually lay slightly to the south of the Cimarron ieridian, 
whioh had been used a s the basis for running township and 
section lines. Few people a long the line were aware of the 
fact that the t wo lines differed, or even that t wo separate 
lines ha.d been run. Consequently, about 4,900 acres of l and , 
ranging in width from a point to about five hundred feet, are 
in Oklahoma, but f or years have been considered a part of 
Texas. Titles have been obtained there and taxes paid there. 
Since public land 1n Texas is state property, the United 
States had never surveyed this little strip unt il after the 
di.sorepancy as discovered. In order for the rights of 
claimants under Texas title to be protected additional legis-
lation is necessary. Accordingly, Congressman Phil Ferguson 
introduced in the Seventy-fif th Congress5 a bill enabling 
persons who have used, i mproved, or cultivated some of this 
land in connection with abutting land for ten or more years 
to obtain patent to it tor the payment or 1.25 per acre. 
This bill passed the House of Representatives but had not 
been acted upon in the Senate at the time of adjournment. Mr. 
Ferguson expects to continue his efforts to obtain passage 
of such a bill. 
At the time the Enabling Act of 1890 made No Man 's Land 
part of Oklahoma Territory section lines had not yet been 
laid out. That had to be done before the settlers could file 
5 Cong. B!.2_., 75 Cong., 1 sess., 1389. 
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on their laud under the Homestead Act, so plans were made 
and the lines run by the close of l8il. Land offices f'or 
the convenience of the settlers were estnblished, first at 
Buffalo, near the center of ·wllat is now Texas County,. later 
at Beaver City.. At a still later time there \V0.S a branch 
office set up at Guymon, which under the management of R. B. 
Q)1inn disposed of so.me fifteen thousand claims during the 
course of fourteen years. 
Even after surveys had been ooapleted, land offices 
eatnblishe<:1, and tiling begun, settlement was slow for 
several years. It has already been shotm that because of 
long hardship 11d th little pros11eet for a brighter future and 
beeaus-e of the opening of Old Okla.homa many of the large 
number of squatters in No tl!an' s Land left their habitation 
in 1889. The occurrence of a series of comparatively dry 
years beginning in the late 1880's, ooupled with the opening 
of :more desirable land to settlement in other parts of Okla-
homa., especially the Cherokee Strip, caused still ot.hers to 
leave~ Oonsequen.tly, the cattlemen were left virtually in 
charge for another deoade. One of the early settlers, 
apparently imbued with a strict sense of loyalty toivard his 
ne·w home, wrote regarding: the effects of the reports of 
drouth upon the coming of nevi settlers: 
In 1891 there was a severe drouth all over the 
west. It vme no worse in Beaver County than anywhere 
else, but the story was told that th.is region was 
habitually drouth-stricken, and. that '91 was no worse 
than other years.. It vu:1s a magnificent lie, and !t 
had the effect or giving this great pasture field to 
the big cattlemen tor ten years more. But everyone 
who knows the history of the early settlement, and 
after depopulation , knows that the people left here 
because they could see no chance to acquire title to6 
the land, and not because t ey couldn't raise crops. 
By the turn of the century rn.uoh of the desirable land 
else mere in Oklahoma had been opened and taken up, so that 
prospective settlers were oore likely to look fith fever 
upon Beaver County, as this land ms then called. The 
greatest impetus to the settlement of the central part of 
' 
Beaver County, 1Jhich later became Texas County, resulted from 
the extension of the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Rail-
way diagonally across it from northeast to southwest. This 
was completed durin 1902. Along these rails the tovlllS of 
Tyrone, Hooker, Optima, Guymon, Goodwell, and Texhoma imme-
diately sprang up. Certain or theu in raot slightly pre-
c.ed.ed the railway, but their growth was greatly enhanced by 
its coming. Farmers no longer would be inconvenienced by 
having to use the freight. wagon to market their produce and 
bring in much of what they had to buy, so homesteading 
leaped forward at a previously unknown pace. Here was oppor-
tunity for business men to open stores, shops, stables, and 
elevators for the use of the agricultural population, so the 
towns thrived. United utates census figures can perhaps 
best show the rapid growth of the a.roa. In 1900 all Beaver 
County had a population or 5,051,1 whereas Texas County alone 
6 Drummond,. 22. ill• 
7 Twelfth Census of the United ~tates( iashington, 1902}, 
II, 634. ~ ~~ 
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8 counted 16,448 people by the time ot statehood in 1907. 
Those ere boo times, and that figure is perhaps larger 
than the county has contained at any t:tme since then, cer-
tainly larger than at the time of any decennial census since 
then. 'l"o make the railway picture complete, mention needs 
to be made of the coming of two other lines. The Chicago, 
Rock Island, and Pacitic opened another line across the east 
end or Texas County connecting Liberal, Kansas, and .Amarillo, 
Texas, in 1929. Baker, Adams, Hardesty, and Hitchland are 
towns round on that line. Later the Beaver, Meade, and 
Engle cod Ra ilway was opened, running in a westerly direction 
across the northern side or the county, and oonneating Baker, 
/ Hooker, ouser, Hough, Tracy, and Eva, the last four of which 
are little more than shipping points for the grain which that 
part of the county produces. The first or these lines, the 
main line or the Rock Island, greatly encouraged settlement, 
but the latter two should be interpreted more as reflecting 
the prosperity - both real and expected - that the railroad 
companies sa in that region. 
·The history or the development of the county since 
statehood is largely the history of agriculture in the region. 
Before going into that subject, it 1s well to take up such 
items as the flora, topography, and climate, as they haTe 
been found since the coming ot American settlement. 
The topography of the county is exceptionally level. 
8 Thirteenth Census .£! the United States ( 'ashington, 
1913), 1ft, 45$. 
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Over 71 per cent of its area has a slope of less than 2 per 
cent, and an additional 14 . 5 per cent has from 2 to 5 per 
cent slope. There is only a negligible acreage with more 
than a 10 per cent slop •9 The uniform flatness of the 
terrain is broken only by the valleys of the strea s, the 
:principal ones of which a re the Beaver and its ain tribu-
t ries, Coldwater, Teepee, Goff, and Hackberry Creeks. These 
treams ordinarily carry a small volu...~e of water, and they 
have wide, sandy bes. They are subject to sudden rises, 
but ouch rises are usually of short duration, and durin the 
more frequent dry )eriods nearly all the flo sinks below 
the surface sands. The only natural timber growth to be 
found in this area is long the beds ot these streams,and 
even there it is quite scanty. On virtually all of the re-
mainder of the soil buffalo and gramme grasses predominate. 
In the virgin state they were so plentiful as to provide 
luxuriant feed tor the buffalo and early-day cattle. 
The principal climatic featur es of the county center 
about rainfall, winda, and temperature. The average rain-
fall during the period of official records, thirty-one years, 
is 17 . 2 inchea. 10 Observations made at the Panhandle Agri-
cultural and ~chanical College at Goodwell, in Texas 
9 Arthur H. Joel, Soil Conservation Reconnaissance Sur-
vey of~ Southern Great'°'Plains Find-Erosion A!:.!!,: Unite'cr" 
States Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin No. 556 
(Washington, 1937). 
lO H.F. Tahlgren, Climatological Data {Oklahoma City, 
1932-1937), XL-XLVI; Climatic Summary ot the United States 
{Washington, 1934), Sect. XLII, 13, 14. 
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County, coverin the greater pert of that period, sho the 
following interesting facts regarding that precipitation:11 
77.5 per oent ot t fell het •een the dates o the last 
killing frost in the spring nd the first killing frost 1n 
the rnll; 56 per cent annually came at a rate rn.ost erteotive 
for rspleniahin soil moisture supply; 31 per cent c me in 
showers too light to increase soil moist1re but of value in 
mit1gat1n . the severity of atmospheric conditions; and 15 
per cont wa subject to loss by surface runoff. Obviously, 
such circumstances of oisture constitute a reat handicap 
to the successt'ul practice of agr1cultu1·e. i'hat lends still 
more color to the pioture is the aot that the region is 
subject to periods or prolonged drouth ooverin · several years. 
Durine the ten-year period from 1912 to 1921 the annual 
average vas slightly over 19 inches; durin the ten-year 
period from 1922 to 1931, it l·as only slightly lower, being . 
• 
over 18 inches; but during the past six years, 1932 to 1937, 
the mean annual precipitation has been only 12.3 inches. 
Although these figures are coldly statistical, it ~ill be 
necessary and profitable to return to them later in this 
study. 
This region, as other portions of the Great Plains, is 
known for its high wind velocity. The United ,tates ·7eather 
Bureau sums up very aptly certain t pical climatic attributes 
ll li. H. Finnell, ~ r icultural Sianlficance of Climate 
Features at Goodwell, O ahoma: Panhan le ~gricultural and 
MechanicaY-College Bulletin No. 40 (Goodwell, 1932). 
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which have been universally observed in Texas County, both 
by aoe11mated residents and by ne comers: 
The su.'l.'l'lm.ers are long and oocasionally very hot, 
hile the winters are generallb mild and of short 
duration. Temperatures of 100, or higher, may be 
expected from June to September, inclusive, and have 
been recorded as early s raroh and as late as 
October. Unusually high te~peratures lost in-
variably occur with clear skies and dry south to 
est ~inds and the heat is very seldom oppressive. 
The clear skies and dry at. osphere f c111tate rapid 
radiation and the nights are nearly al · ys agreeably 
cool. 2 
The county's ean an1ual te pernture is amon the lo~est in 
the state, being about 56.2°, so~e four degrees belov the 
state mean. The average groin season, eterrnined by the 
average number of deys between the last killing frost in 
the spring and the first killing frost in ha all, is 188 
days - surpassed ins ortness by only one county. 
As the far ers arrived tollo 1ng the co~in J of the rail-
¥ay, thoy turned principally to the production of 1heat, 
sorghu.~ crops, and broomcorn. A lesser, but considerable, 
acreage was devoted to hay - over forty-el ht thousand acres 
in l9lo.13 There s a period of several years in that early 
time ,hen melons, especially o ntaloupes, were rai ed ex-
tensively. They .rer·e shipped out by rail by the carloads, and 
local newspapers proudly claimed that the locality would 
outdo the famed Rocky ord region of Colorado; but that day 
never come, and some of thos same far ers today hnve trouble 
12 .. ahlgren, £J2.• .£!.l·, 1. 
13 Thirteenth United otates Census, II, 387. 
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producing enough tor family use. The longer the country 
remained settled,the more predo inant did wheat become in the 
scheme ot the average farm. A number of circumstances com-
bined to bring that condition about. The soil or the greater 
part of the county is suited to wheat production, as is the 
topography. "/hat was probe:bly the greatest inducement to 
turn to wheat was the high level which prices reached during 
the World War years. There are no reliable figures available 
to describe the actual number of acres broken out during that 
orgy of profits (when a yield could be obtained), but it is 
agreed by al1 who were there at the time that the speed at 
which land was opened to cultivation in those years had not 
been equalled before or since. Under the old methods of 
farming, such an increase in acreage would have necessitated 
a great in.flux or population, but, at the same time prices 
were high, po er machinery was being developed and put on 
the :market. This enabled the rural part ot a population of 
14,100 to care for the 1,151,424 acres in farms in 1930, 
whereas the fa.rm acreage of 1910 was much smaller, 748,383, 
and the population slightly larger, 14,249.14 Here was an 
ideal situation: attractive prices, power machinery (espe-
cially the combined harvester-thresher) coming into the reach 
of the farmer, and land with climate and topography suited 
to the use of that machinery. In some places such machinery 
14 Thirteenth Census of the United otates, PoI?ulation, 
VII, 371 ; Ibid., Agrioulturi,-YYI, 453; Fifteenth Census or 
the UnitedSiates, Population, III, 602; Ibid., Agr iculture, 
r,567. -
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could not have been used conveniently, but here was a place 
where the land was so level as to make the pulling or heavy 
loads with tractors comparatively easy, fields were large 
and becoming larger, and rainfall and soil texture were such 
as seldom to present a mucky tield whioh would prevent the 
use of the machinery. That tbousend.S of acres previously 
left in grass should suddenly be brought under the plow is 
no source of wonder, especially 1hen we consider that rac-
tors were replaci the horses which previously had grazed 
on that grass. 
One of the universal results on the plains of the above 
conditions was the over-purchase of lend, in the evident hope 
that prices would continue high, at least long enough to pay 
oft the mort age. The equnlly universal result or such a 
practloe was the loos of the term or long years of debt, be-
cause pr1ces did come down, and occasionally yields were low 
enough to make payments ditfioult even it prices had not 
lowered. Texas County did not escape that sad chapter in the 
post-11/ar story. But usually the :!"armer was able to hold on 
some way, although many seemed to be fighting a losing battle. 
It is with such a background that Texas County agri-
culture went into the l930's. Rainfall has already been 
shown to be scanty, 17.2 inches annually, but every year 
since 1930 has been something less than that average, so that 
the average of the six-year period rrom 1932 to 1937, inclu-
sive, is only 12.3 inches, almost a full five inches less 
than the annual mean over thirty odd years. Such a eircum-
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stance has. of course, rea.tly reduced the vegetative cover 
on the land. Cro1:1s have tailed in all parts of the county, 
and, hat 1s perhaps just as tragic, weed growth has eith~r 
failed to cover the su~:tace or has been destroyed by tillage. 
This tillage is, of course, the natural thing for the 
farmers, as they feel that above all things they must keep 
trying. As long as there has een settl ent on the high 
plains there constantly have been high hopes for "next year." 
The effects of this veget tive lack are perhaps not 
apparent ithout further perusal of the tacts. In January, 
1937, only 35.6 per cent or the acreage of the county •as 1n 
pasture, leaving 61.3 per cent cultivated and 5.1 per cent 
idle.15 (By "idle" was meant that on that land there had 
evidentl.y been no recent crop, and there was no plan for one 
during the next season.) Besides these f"aots, it has already 
been shown that over 75 per oent of the rainfall ot the area 
talls during the spring nd summer. That means that in 
~rch and pr11 when the hi~hest w1n4 velocities are ordinarily 
reached, the land is tho driest it is any time in the year • . 
To sum up, in recent years the.re has been lack or a vegetat1ve · 
covering due to deficient rainfall, 1 rge acreage under 
cultivation, and high winds at a time hen soil was dry. The 
result has been the dirt storms of which the whole United 
States has read so much. ords cannot describe the fury ot 
those storms. Residents of the county almost invariably find 
in traveling els·ewhere that people are incapable or imagining 
15 Joel, .2.E.· _ill. 
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the experiences to hich these plainsmen have been subjected. 
rlhat is even more important than the physical disagreeable-
ness of these storms is their economic resul.t, which ·ean be 
only guessed. Conjectures have also been made on the eff'eets 
on the health of the people, but lay opinion is incompetent, 
and medical opinion is as yet in disagreement on that matter. 
In any case, a 1937 government survey shows 54.6 per cent of 
the so11 to be seriously eroded, 42.1 per cent to be slightly 
eroded, and only 3.3 per cent unaf'tected. 16 Untold amounts 
of top soil, containing the gr~atest fertility have been 
lost irretrievably. 
Just what should be done about such a tragedy is more 
properly .the subject of a technical study in some other field, 
but what ha.s been attempted can well come within the scope 
or such a study as this. It is generally agreecl that the 
farmers can do nothing about the winds that blow or the rains 
that tall, but certain other courses of notion can be and 
have b·een taken. 
The long-range ideal is ~o get some form or plant lite 
rooted 1n the soil to hold it there. 'ithout cooperation 
from nature it is necessary for the farmera to attack two 
specific olsture problems, runoff and evaporation. Some 
13.5 per cent or the rain which falls runs off without doing 
crops any good, and about 34.5 per cent evaporates.17 Runort 
16 Joel, .211· .Qi!. 
17 H. H. Finnell, Utilization of Moisture .QB.~ Hea!l 
Soils ot the outhern Great Plains; Oklahoma Agricultural and 
~echan!oal"'college Experi ent Station Bulletin No. 190 (Still-
water, 1929), 11. ' 
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cannot be stopped co pletely, but it ean be checked appre-
ci bly by proper tillage methods, by terracing, and by con-
tour tar~1ng. no e or allot t ose practices have been en-
aged in by many exas County farmers during recent years, 
but by no ~eans have all adopted those methods . It is, of 
course, true that the farmers on the .ore level lend find 
this ite ess of a proble th.en o others. The amount of 
evaporation 1s so great because of t m fa.ctors, oomparati vely 
high temperature uring the s er onths, and almost con-
tinuous wind. Because of the nature of those factors, it is 
more dif1'1cult to coiabat the effects of evaporation thon 
those of runo r. Experiments have shown that something is 
to be gained from so tilltn the soi as to maintain or re-
uild the supply of or anic tter nit; th sh s the etteot 
of a!dng the soi ore porous, more receptive to rainfall, 
thus partially preventing evaporat on . 
In a ttempting to lessen the erteots of nd erosion by 
other measures, such tactics a.s em.ergenoy cover crops, 
leaving stubbles on fie ds as long as oss"ble, end emergency 
tillage operation3, such as listin across the direction ot 
the prevailine winds. These have been admittedly insufficient 
and only partially satisfactory, but they have helped in many 
cases to keep the precious top so 1 fro be ng removed. 
Another hope of this plains community is irrigation. 
Since early settlement there have been hopes or sone kind of 
irrigation's being :practicable. Alleged success of artesian 
water experiments in irrigation at Plainview, Texas, at 
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Artesia, Colorado, and at Richfield, Kansas, not rar a sy, 
led to h1gh hopes along that line; in fact, during 1911 the 
State or Oklahoma had drillin contractors at work in various 
parts of the Panhc.ndle prospecting for artesion ,ater.18 
Results did not Justify the attempt to develop the idea, and 
nothing has been heard of it in recent years. However, the 
Panhandle .Agricultural and .echanieal College at Goodwell is 
now· conducting an experiment in irri ation by means or a 
deep ell,v:hioh 1s being •e.tohed quite eagerly by the hole 
countryside. It is perhaps too early to dra conclusions as 
to the feasibility or such a plan for farm use, even if facts 
regarding the income from the produce of the irrigated land 
ere available. "1.'he well 1s so e three hundred feet deep 
and eontains nn eighteen inch casing. The pumping equipment 
installed is capable or bringing to the surface one thousand 
gallons of ater per minute, an amount which, lt is estimated, 
is sufficient to cover one aore of ground two inches deep in 
an hour. The colle e est1 ates the expenses of operating the 
equipment to be aprroxi ately twenty-five cents per hour. 
The cost of the well-drilling, the casing, the pU!!lJ;), and the 
motor total slightly over 5,300, a sum hich is admittedly 
less then it would have been had not certain companies been 
ea er to get their equipment adopted, so as large a proJeot 
es this would obviously be above the financial reach of the 
average farmer. But it is the hope that in:!'ormetion will be 
18 Guymon Herald, September 7, 1911. 
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unearthed -lhich ill point he ay to s ccess.ful irrigation 
on such a scale on many of the fa s or the count s iill 
s pplement the tam1ly eox·nings su fi .. ently at 1 ast to make 
l an crop years lesQ severe iu their effect. In the meantime 
there r6 several small-scale farmers along certain of the 
strea , ,here the dist nee .to water is short, ho are 
operatin profitably small irrigation plants, using them on 
true plots, ha fi lds, etc. Bo,ever , it appears that i 
profitable irri at1on is possible for Texas County on any 
reat soale that fact has yet to be demonstrated. 
Thus far the economic bases of life in Texas County have 
been shown to be fartling and grazing, to the exclusion of 
almost everythin else, but recent ye.rs hove brought o 
light another resource hich is pla ing suoh a constantly 
increasing part in the livelihood of the region tle't it seems 
<1.estined to beo01ne a third le f'or the county to stand on. 
Virtual.ly the en tire county lies in the connecting link be-
teen the great gas-producing areas of the Panhandle of Texas 
and Hugoton, or Stevens County, Kansas.19 otat1sties of a 
reliable nature on the total flo or prospective flow of gas 
fro the area ure unavailable~ but by mid-October, 1937, there 
had been twenty-to producing rells drilled, and there have 
been at least four more completed since then. The greatest 
producer was gauged at fifty-five million cubic feet daily, 
and t he prospects for the vicinity are bright enough that two 
19 
!!op bi.sed on Oklahoma G ological Survey, by R. L. 
Clifton, reprinted in Panhandle Herald, October 13, 1957. 
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companies posses.sing leases totalling about one hundred 
thousand acres each sought and secured fro the o lahoma 
Corporation Commission permits to use the natural ga · supply 
in. the manufacture ot carbon black 1n plants to be established 
near Guymon, the county seat. At present, the greater part 
ot the gas produced there is marketed 1n eastern cities vie 
pipelines which tap the various producing fields in the 
Panhandle area. 
¥1th the mention of this. perhaps the most i mportant, 
recent development in the county, there have been included 
the principal threads running through the pattern of Texas 
County history since settlement by the American people. 
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